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Abstract
In this paper, we present a direct algorithm to construct the minimal Z-pairs for rational functions.
We describe a Maple implementation of the algorithm and show timing comparisons between
this algorithm and other related algorithms. We also summarize an analogous algorithm for the
q-difference case.
 2003 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
1. Preliminaries
Zeilberger’s algorithm [7,16,19], also known as the method of creative telescoping,
provides very useful tools for finding closed forms of definite hypergeometric sums, and
for certifying the truth for large classes of identities that occur in combinatorics and in the
theory of special functions. Given a function T (n, k) as input, Zeilberger’s algorithm (we
name it hereafter as Z) tries to construct for T (n, k) a Z-pair (L,G) which consists of a
linear difference operator with coefficients which are polynomials of n over the complex
number field C
L= aρ(n)Eρn + · · · + a1(n)E1n + a0(n)E0n, (1)
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and a function G(n, k) such that
LT (n, k)= (Ek − 1)G(n, k). (2)
(En is the shift operator w.r.t. n, defined by EnT (n, k) = T (n + 1, k). Similarly Ek is
the shift operator w.r.t. k, defined by EkT (n, k) = T (n, k + 1).) The operator L, which
we call a telescoper, is k-free. Note that the algorithm can only be applied to T (n, k)
which is a hypergeometric term of both arguments, i.e., there exist first-order operators
L1 ∈ C[n, k,En], L2 ∈ C[n, k,Ek] such that L1T = L2T = 0. It is proven in [19] that if
there exist Z-pairs for T (n, k), thenZ terminates with one of the Z-pairs and the telescoper
L in the returned Z-pair is of minimal possible order. The computed telescoper L is unique
up to a factor P(n) ∈ C[n], and we name it the minimal telescoper. We also name the
Z-pair (L,G) where L is the minimal telescoper the minimal Z-pair. Also note that the
function G(n, k) in the Z-pair (L,G) can be written as the product of a rational function
R(n, k) by the input hypergeometric term T (n, k), and hence is also a hypergeometric
term [19].
Let T (n, k) be a hypergeometric term of n and k. Z uses an item-by-item examination
of the order ρ of the operator L in (1). It starts with the value of 0 for ρ and increases
ρ until it is successful in finding a Z-pair (L,G) for T , provided that such a pair exists.
Suppose that T is a proper hypergeometric term [16,18], that is,
T (n, k)= P(n, k)
∏l
i=1(αin+ βik + γi)!∏m
i=1(α′in+ β ′ik + γ ′i )!
unvk,
where P(n, k) ∈ C[n, k], αi,βi , α′i , β ′i ∈ Z, l,m ∈ N, and γi, γ ′i , u, v ∈ C. It follows from
the fundamental theorem [7,16,18] that Z terminates and returns the minimalZ-pair for T .
In this case, an upper bound for ρ can be computed [16, Theorem 4.4.1]. This upper
bound, however, is much too large in practice. Additionally, the fundamental theorem only
provides a sufficient condition for the termination of Z , not a necessary condition. It is
shown in [4] that the set T of hypergeometric terms for which Z terminates is a proper
subset of the set of all hypergeometric terms, but a super-set of the set of proper terms.
These are the two main reasons for applying item-by-item examination strategy forZ on an
arbitrary hypergeometric term T (n, k) which is not necessarily proper. As a consequence,
when applying Z to a hypergeometric term, we waste resources either trying to compute
a Z-pair in the case when no such Z-pair exists or trying to compute without success a
telescoper with ordL < ρ in the case when the minimal Z-pair exists and the order of the
minimal telescoper is ρ.
Let T (n, k) be a rational function. The problem of determining a necessary and
sufficient condition for the termination of Z on T (n, k) is solved and presented in [4].
First, it provides a decision procedure as to whether or not one should apply Z to the input
T (n, k). Secondly, in the case when the termination of Z is guaranteed, it helps to speed
up the construction of the minimal Z-pair by reducing the size of the problem to be solved.
Note that an item-by-item examination technique is still used in this case [4].
In this paper we present a direct algorithm to construct the minimal Z-pair (L,G)
for a given rational function T (n, k). By direct algorithm, we mean an algorithm which
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computes the pair (L,G) directly, without using an item-by-item examination. The
algorithm is based on a special form of representation of T (n, k), on direct construction of
the minimal telescopers for each member of this representation. The minimal Z-pair for
T (n, k) can then be obtained using Least Common Left Multiple (LCLM) computation.
We also describe a Maple implementation of the algorithm and show timing comparisons
between this algorithm, the original Z [19], and the modified version of Z [4]. Finally, we
present an analogous algorithm for the q-difference case.
The preliminary publications on this topic have appeared as [9,11].
2. The rational sum decomposition problem and the existence of a Z-pair
In this section, we recall some known results relating to the rational sum decomposition
problem [1,3,14,17] and the existence of a Z-pair for rational functions [4,5]. They are
needed in subsequent sections.
2.1. The rational sum decomposition problem
Let T (k) be a rational function over a field K of characteristic 0. An algorithm to solve
the rational sum decomposition problem constructs a rational function S(k) and a proper
rational function F(k) over K such that
T (k)= (Ek − 1)S(k)+ F(k), (3)
where the denominator g(k) of F(k) has the lowest possible degree.
If F(k)= 0, then T (k) is said to be rational summable.
Consider the complete partial fraction decomposition of T (k) over an algebraic
closure K :
T (k)=
m∑
i=1
ti∑
j=1
βij
(k − αi)j , αi , βij ∈K.
Define αi to be shift equivalent to αj iff αi − αj ∈ Z. It is shown in [3] that T (k) can be
written as
s∑
i=1
li∑
j=1
Mij
1
(k − αi)j ,
where Mij ∈ K[Ek],0 < s  m, li > 0; αi is the representative, which is the maximal
element, for the ith shift equivalence class of the set {α1, . . . , αm}; and T (k) is rational
summable iff
Mij = Lij ◦ (Ek − 1), Lij ∈K[Ek], i = 1, . . . , s, j = 1, . . . , li . (4)
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Let us representF(k) in the reduced form F(k)= f (k)/g(k), where f (k), g(k) ∈K[k].
By [1], g(k) has the following property:
P1. If p1(k),p2(k) are factors of g(k) irreducible over K then p1(k + h) = p2(k) for all
h ∈ Z \ {0}.
On the other hand, suppose that T (k) is rational summable. Let T (k)= a(k)/b(k)where
a(k), b(k) are relatively prime elements of K[k]. Then b(k) has the following property:
P2. If q1(k) is a factor of b(k) irreducible overK , then there exist a factor q2(k) irreducible
over K of b(k) and a non-zero integer h such that q1(k + h)= q2(k).
Note that S.A. Abramov and M. Petkovšek have designed a more general algorithm to
solve the hypergeometric sum decomposition problem [6].
2.2. The existence of a Z-pair
Let T (n, k) be a rational function of n and k. We now summarize the result relating to
the applicability of Z to T (n, k).
Definition 1 (Integer-linear polynomial [6]). A polynomial p(n, k) ∈ C[n, k] is integer-
linear if it has the form an+ bk+ c where a, b ∈ Z and c ∈C.
Theorem 1 (Criterion for the existence of a Z-pair for a rational function [4]). Let T (n, k)
be a rational function of n and k. Apply to T (n, k) an algorithm to solve the rational sum
decomposition problem w.r.t. k to construct two rational functions S(n, k) andF(n, k) such
that
T (n, k)= (Ek − 1)S(n, k)+ F(n, k), (5)
and the denominator g(n, k) of F(n, k) has the minimal possible degree w.r.t. k. Then a
Z-pair for T (n, k) exists iff each factor of g(n, k) irreducible in C[n, k] is an integer-linear
polynomial.
An algorithm for using the above criterion as well as the verification of the algorithm are
presented in [4,5]. It does not require a complete factorization of the denominator g(n, k)
into integer-linear factors. Note that for each integer-linear factor
a n+ b k+ c, a, b ∈ Z, b = 0, c ∈C (6)
of g(n, k), one can always choose a and b such that gcd(a, b)= 1 and b > 0.
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3. On the minimal telescoper of a sum of rational functions
Definition 2. Two hypergeometric terms T1(n, k) and T2(n, k) are similar [16] if their ratio
is a rational function of n and k. In this case, we write T1(n, k)∼ T2(n, k).
Note that similarity is an equivalence relation. One can show that for any operator
M ∈C(n)[En,Ek], MT (n, k)/T (n, k)=R(n, k) ∈C(n, k) [19].
Lemma 1. Let (L,G) be the minimal Z-pair for a hypergeometric term F(n, k). If L1 is
a telescoper for F , then L1 is right divisible by L in C(n)[En].
Proof. We have
LF = (Ek − 1)G. (7)
Since L1 is a telescoper for F , there exists a hypergeometric term G1(n, k) such that
L1F = (Ek − 1)G1. (8)
Applying the right Euclidean division of L1 by L yields
L1 =Q ◦L+R, Q,R ∈C(n)[En], R = 0 or ordR < ordL. (9)
From (9), one obtains
L1F =Q(LF)+RF. (10)
The substitution of (7) and (8) into (10) yields RF = (Ek − 1)(G1 −QG). It also follows
from (7) and (8) that G1 ∼ QG. Therefore, G1 − QG is a hypergeometric term [16,
Proposition 5.6.2]. Since L is the minimal telescoper, this implies R = 0. ✷
Example 1. Consider the rational function
F = F1 + F2, F1 = 15n− 4k− 4 , F2 =
1
5n− 4k + 6 .
Applying Z to F1 and F2 results in the minimal telescopers L1 and L2 for F1 and F2,
respectively, where L1 = L2 =E4n − 1. Hence, lclm(L1,L2)=E4n − 1. On the other hand,
applying Z to F = F1 + F2 results in the minimal telescoper L = E2n − 1 for F1 + F2.
Notice that in this example, lclm(L1,L2) is a telescoper for F1 +F2. However, it is not the
minimal telescoper.
We now come to the main part of this section. The following theorem provides
a sufficient condition for the construction of the minimal telescoper for a sum of rational
functions based on the minimal telescopers for each rational function of the sum.
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Theorem 2. Let L1, . . . ,Ls be the minimal telescopers for the rational functions
F1, . . . ,Fs , respectively. Then L= lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls) is a telescoper for F = F1 +· · ·+Fs .
Additionally, if for any telescoper L∗ for F , L∗ is also a telescoper for each Fi , i =
1, . . . , s. Then lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls) is the minimal telescoper for F .
Proof. First we show that lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls) is a telescoper for F . A proof for the case
when s = 2 is shown in [4, Lemma 1, Section 2] and we simply follow the same approach.
Since Li is the minimal telescoper for Fi , there exists Gi ∈C(n, k) such that
LiFi = (Ek − 1)Gi, 1 i  s. (11)
Set L= lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls). This implies there exist L′1, . . . ,L′s ∈C(n)[En] such that
L= lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls)= L′1 ◦L1 = · · · = L′s ◦Ls.
Then
LF = LF1 + · · · +LFs = L′1(L1F1)+ · · · +L′s(LsFs)= (Ek − 1)(L′1G1 + · · · +L′sGs).
Since L′1G1 + · · · +L′sGs ∈C(n, k), (L,L′1G1 + · · · +L′sGs) is a Z-pair for F .
Now let L∗ be any telescoper for F . From the hypothesis, L∗ is also a telescoper for
each Fi,1  i  s. Since Li is the minimal telescoper for Fi and since every rational
function is a hypergeometric term, one can apply Lemma 1 and deduces that L∗ is right
divisible by Li,1 i  s. Consequently, L∗ is right divisible by lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls). ✷
Notice that ifG1, . . . ,Gs in (11) are hypergeometric terms that are not rational functions
then L′1G1, . . . ,L′sGs are also hypergeometric terms but L′1G1 + · · · + L′sGs , in general,
is not. But if G1, . . . ,Gs are hypergeometric terms such that G1 + · · · + Gs is also
a hypergeometric term, then L′1G1 + · · · + L′sGs is also a hypergeometric term. In this
case, Theorem 2 still holds if F1, . . . ,Fs are hypergeometric terms.
4. The basic case
We will show in this section how to compute directly the minimal Z-pair (L,G) for
MF where M ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ], and
F = 1
(an+ bk+ c)m , a, b ∈ Z, b > 0, c ∈C, m ∈N \ {0}, gcd(a, b)= 1. (12)
Lemma 2. Let F(n, k) have the form (12). Then L=Ebn − 1 is the minimal telescoper for
F(n, k).
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Proof. Case 1 (a = 0). Let
L= Ebn − 1, M =Eak − 1 = (Ek − 1) ◦U, where U =

a−1∑
i=0
Eik, a > 0,
−a∑
i=1
−E−ik , otherwise.
It is easy to check that
LF =MF = (Ek − 1)(UF), UF ∈C(n, k).
Therefore, (L,UF) is a Z-pair for F(n, k). Now suppose there exists a Z-pair (L1,G1)
for F such that ordL1 < ordL = b. Without loss of generality we can assume that the
coefficient of E0n in L1 is a non-zero element of C[n]. Otherwise, choose a new Z-pair
for F (
E−λn ◦L1,G1(n− λ, k)
)
,
where λ is the minimal positive integer such that the coefficient of Eλn in L1 is not zero.
Note that the order of the telescoper in this new Z-pair is smaller than that of L1. Set
H = L1F = s(n, k)
t (n, k)
, s(n, k), t (n, k) ∈C[n, k].
Since H is rational summable w.r.t. k, t (n, k) has property P2, i.e., for the irreducible factor
an+ bk+ c of t (n, k), there exists a non-zero integer h such that an+ b(k+h)+ c is also
an irreducible factor of t (n, k). Since all the irreducible factors of t (n, k) have the form
a(n+ i)+ bk+ c, i = 0,1, . . . ,ordL1, this means (an+ b(k+h)+ c)− (a(n+ i)+ bk+
c))= bh− ai is the zero polynomial for some i . Equivalently,
h= a
b
i.
If i = 0, then h= 0. This contradicts the assumption on h. Otherwise, since gcd(a, b)= 1,
b | i . This is impossible since 0< i < b. Therefore, L is the minimal telescoper for F .
Note that when b is set to a high enough value, and we use Z to compute the minimal
Z-pair (L,G) for F , we simply waste resources (or even exhaust resources) trying to find
a pair with ordL< b (see Example 4).
Case 2 (a = 0). Since gcd(a, b)= 1, b = 1. By following the same argument as that used
in Case 1, we have (En − 1,0) as the minimal Z-pair for F . ✷
Lemma 3. Let F be of the form (12), M ∈ C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ]. Let
M = (Ek − 1) ◦U + V, V ∈C(n)[En]. (13)
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Then a telescoper for MF is also a telescoper for VF and vice versa.
Proof. Suppose there exist L ∈C[n,En], G ∈C(n, k) such that
L(MF)= (Ek − 1)G. (14)
The substitution of (13) into (14) yields L(V F)= (Ek − 1)(G− L ◦UF), and (G− L ◦
UF) ∈ C(n, k). Hence, L is a telescoper for VF . On the other hand, let L ∈ C[n,En],
G ∈C(n, k) be such that
L(V F)= (Ek − 1)G. (15)
By substituting V =M − (Ek − 1) ◦U into (15), we obtain L(MF)= (Ek − 1)(G+L ◦
UF), and (G+L ◦UF) ∈C(n, k). Hence, L is a telescoper for MF . ✷
From Lemma 3, in order to find the minimal telescoper for MF , it is sufficient to apply
the left Euclidean division of M by (Ek − 1) to obtain V ∈ C(n)[En] and then find the
minimal telescoper for VF .
Lemma 4. Let F be of the form (12), (LF ,GF ) the minimal Z-pair for F , V ∈C(n)[En]
and
lclm(V ,LF )= L1 ◦ V = L2 ◦LF , L1,L2 ∈C(n)[En]. (16)
Then (L1,L2GF ) is the minimal Z-pair for VF .
Proof. It follows from Lemma 2 that the existence of the minimal Z-pair (LF ,GF ) for F
is guaranteed. Since
L1(V F)= L2(LFF)= L2 ◦ (Ek − 1)GF = (Ek − 1)(L2GF),
(L1,L2GF) is a Z-pair for VF .
Let L∗ be any telescoper for VF , i.e., there exists G∗ ∈ C(n, k) such that L∗(V F) =
(Ek−1)G∗. Therefore, (L∗ ◦V,G∗) is a Z-pair for F . Since LF is the minimal telescoper
for F , one deduces from Lemma 1 that L∗ ◦V is right divisible by LF . Additionally,L∗ ◦V
is right divisible by V and L1 ◦V = lclm(V ,LF ). This implies L∗ ◦V is right divisible by
L1 ◦ V . Consequently, L1 is the minimal telescoper for VF . ✷
The following theorem summarizes the main result of this section.
Theorem 3. One can directly compute the minimal Z-pair (L,G) for a rational function
MF , where F is of the form (12) and M ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ].
Proof. The proof follows from Lemmas 2–4. ✷
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Example 2. Consider the rational function
(
E10n E
10
k − 1
) 1
4k− 5n− 4 .
Here, M =E10n E10k − 1,F = 1/(4k− 5n− 4). Let (LF ,GF ) be the minimal Z-pair for F .
Applying Lemma 2 yields
(LF ,GF )=
(
E4n − 1,
( 5∑
i=1
−E−ik
)
F
)
.
Applying the left Euclidean division of M by (Ek − 1) yields (13), where
U =E10n ◦
9∑
i=0
Eik, V =E10n − 1.
From Lemma 4, we obtain (16) where L1 = −E2n − 1,L2 = −E8n − E6n − E4n − E2n − 1.
Hence, the minimal Z-pair (LVF ,GVF ) for VF is (LVF ,GVF ) = (L1,L2GF). Finally,
applying Lemma 3, we obtain the minimal Z-pair (LMF ,GMF ) for MF :
(LMF ,GMF )= (LVF ,GVF +LVF ◦UF),
which can be written explicitly as
(
−E2n − 1,
((−E8n −E6n −E4n −E2n − 1) ◦
( 5∑
i=1
−E−ik
)
+ (−E2n − 1) ◦
(
E10n ◦
9∑
i=0
Eik
))
1
−5n+ 4k − 4
)
.
It is now easy to write down a description of the algorithm ZpairMF which constructs
the minimal Z-pair for MF where M ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ], and F is of the form (12).
algorithm ZpairMF;
input: M ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ],
F = 1/(an+ bk+ c)m, a, b ∈ Z, b > 0, c ∈C, m ∈N\{0}, gcd(a, b)= 1;
output: the minimal Z-pair (LMF ,GMF ) for MF ;
if a > 0 then
(LF ,GF ) :=
(
Ebn − 1,
(
a−1∑
i=0
Eik
)
F
)
;
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else
(LF ,GF ) :=
(
Ebn − 1,
( −a∑
i=1
−E−ik
)
F
)
;
fi;
apply the left Euclidean division to construct U ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ], V ∈C(n)[En] such
that
M = (Ek − 1) ◦U + V ;
apply lclm computation to construct L1,L2 ∈C(n)[En] such that
L1 ◦ V = L2 ◦LF = lclm(V ,LF );
(LVF ,GVF ) := (L1,L2GF );
return (LVF ,GVF +LVF ◦UF).
5. The generic case
Lemma 5. Let F(n, k) ∈C(n, k), and
F(n, k)=
t∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
rij (n)
(ain+ bik + ci)j ,
rij (n) ∈C(n), ai, bi ∈ Z, bi > 0, ci ∈C, gcd(ai, bi)= 1. (17)
Then F(n, k) can be represented in the form
M1F1 + · · · +MsFs, (18)
where Mi ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ], and Fi = 1/(ain+ bik + ci)mi is such that
ai, bi ∈ Z, bi > 0, ci ∈C, gcd(ai, bi)= 1, mi ∈N \ {0}, (19)
and for all i = j , at least one of the following four relations is not satisfied:
mi =mj, ai = aj , bi = bj , ci − cj ∈ Z \ {0}. (20)
Proof. Let R1,R2 be two simple fractions in (17). Define R1 ∼R2 iff the four relations in
(20) hold. The relation ∼ is an equivalence relation on the set of simple fractions in (17).
For any pair of simple fractions R1 and R2 in the same class, i.e., R1 and R2 can be
written as
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R1 = r1(n)
(an+ bk+ c1)m , R2 =
r2(n)
(an+ bk+ c2)m ,
r1(n), r2(n) ∈C(n), c1 − c2 ∈ Z \ {0}, (21)
consider the relation
a(n+ i)+ b(k+ j)+ c1 = an+ bk+ c2, i ∈N, j ∈ Z. (22)
This implies
ai + bj = c2 − c1. (23)
Case 1 (a = 0). Since c2 − c1 ∈ Z\ {0} and gcd(a, b)= 1, the Diophantine equation (23) is
consistent and has an infinite number of solutions. Therefore, there exist i ∈N \ {0}, j ∈ Z
such that relation (22) holds. As a consequence, one can combine R1 and R2 into
R1 +R2 =M 1
(an+ bk+ c1)m where M = r1(n)+ r2(n)E
i
nE
j
k ∈C(n)
[
En,Ek,E
−1
k
]
.
Case 2 (a = 0). Since gcd(a, b)= 1, b= 1. Consequently,
R1 +R2 =M 1
(k + c1)m where M = r1(n)+ r2(n)E
c2−c1
k ∈C(n)
[
En,Ek,E
−1
k
]
.
By using induction on the number of elements in each equivalence class, the sum of the
elements in each class can be represented as
Mi
1
(ain+ bik + ci)mi , Mi ∈C(n)
[
En,Ek,E
−1
k
]
. ✷
Lemma 6. Let F(n, k) have the form (18) where Mi ∈C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ], Fi is such that
(19) takes place and if i = j then at least one of the four relations in (20) is not satisfied.
If L is a telescoper for F(n, k), then L is a telescoper for each MiFi,1 i  s.
Proof. Let L ∈C[n,En] be a telescoper for F(n, k). Consider
MiFi =Mi 1
(ain+ bik + ci)mi , 1 i  s.
It is easy to see that the application of L ∈C[n,En] to a simple fraction of MiFi yields a
sum of simple fractions such that each of them is in the same equivalence class (w.r.t. the
relation ∼ as defined in the proof of Lemma 5) as that of Fi .
Let R1,R2 be any two simple fractions of LF(n, k). Define R1 ∼′ R2 iff in addition to
the four relations in (20), i.e., R1 and R2 can be written as
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R1 = r1(n)
(ain+ bik + ci)mi , R2 =
r2(n)
(ain+ bik + cj )mi ,
r1(n), r2(n) ∈C(n), ci − cj ∈ Z \ {0}, (24)
the relation bi |(ci − cj ) also holds. It is easy to check that the relation ∼′ is an equivalence
relation, and if R1 ∼′ R2 then R1 ∼ R2. Consequently, it is impossible that L ◦MiFi and
L ◦MjFj both have simple fractions from the same class w.r.t. ∼′ for i = j .
Considering any L ◦ MiFi , we distribute the corresponding simple fractions to the
classes w.r.t. the relation ∼′. For every pair of simple fractions R1,R2 as defined in (24)
in each class, since bi divides (ci − cj ) and ci = cj , there exists a non-zero integer h such
that ci − cj = bih. Equivalently,
ain+ bi(k + h)+ cj = ain+ bik + ci.
This means the irreducible factors of the denominator of the sum of simple fractions in each
class are shift-equivalent. Since LF(n, k) is rational summable w.r.t. k, from the necessary
and sufficient condition as specified in (4), Section 2.1, the sum of all fractions from such
a class is rational summable w.r.t. k. This implies that L ◦ MiFi is rational summable
w.r.t. k. ✷
Theorem 4. For any rational function
F(n, k)=
t∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
rij (n)
(ain+ bik + ci)j ,
rij (n) ∈C(n), ai, bi ∈ Z, bi > 0, ci ∈C, gcd(ai, bi)= 1, (25)
one can directly compute the minimal Z-pair (L,G) for F(n, k).
Proof. Lemma 5 allows one to rewrite F(n, k) in the form (18). Theorem 3 (also see the
description of algorithm ZpairMF) allows one to compute the minimal Z-pair (Li,Gi)
for each term MiFi,1  i  s. One then uses Theorem 2 to compute a Z-pair (L,G)
for F(n, k) where L = lclm(L1, . . . ,Ls). Lemma 6 and Theorem 2 guarantee that the
computed telescoper L is indeed the minimal telescoper for F(n, k). ✷
The following is a description of the algorithm ZpairF which constructs the minimal
Z-pair for F of the form (25).
algorithm ZpairF;
input: F(n, k) ∈C(n, k) and is of the form (25);
output: the minimal Z-pair (LF ,GF ) for F ;
let R1, . . . ,Rs be the equivalence classes of the set of simple fractions of F as defined by
the relation ∼;
for i = 1,2, . . . , s do
let {Fi1, . . . ,Fid } be the members of the equivalence class Ri ;
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let Fij = rij (n)/(ain+ bik + cij )mi ,1 j  d ;
Fi := Fi1(n, k);Mi := ri1(n); ci := ci1 ;
for j = 2,3, . . . , d do
if ai = 0 then
find s ∈N \ {0}, t ∈ Z such that ais + bit = cij − ci ;
Mi :=Mi + rij (n)EsnEtk ;
else
Mi :=Mi + rij (n)E
cij −ci
k ;
fi;
od;
(LMiFi ,GMiFi ) := ZpairMF(Mi,Fi);
od;
apply lclm computation to construct LF L′1, . . . ,L′s ∈C(n)[En] such that
LF = lclm(LM1F1, . . . ,LMsFs )= L′1 ◦LM1F1 = · · · = L′s ◦LMsFs ;
return (LF ,L′1GM1F1 + · · · +L′sGMsFs ).
6. A direct algorithm to construct the minimal Z-pairs for rational functions
For a given rational function T (n, k), a direct algorithm to construct the minimal Z-pair
for T (n, k) can be decomposed into two steps. In the first step, check for the existence
of a Z-pair and if the existence is guaranteed, rewrite F(n, k) in (5) into the form where
each factor of the denominator of F(n, k) is an integer-linear factor (6). In the second
step, apply the results shown in Sections 3–5 to obtain the minimal Z-pair (L1,G1)
for F(n, k). Then the minimal Z-pair (L,G) for the given rational function T (n, k) is
(L1,L1S(n, k)+G1(n, k)) where S(n, k) is defined in (5).
An algorithm to perform the first step is presented in [4]. Its correctness is verified
in [5], and we will make a minor modification to this algorithm to complete the step.
Represent T (n, k) in the form (5) and rewrite F(n, k) as the quotient f (n, k)/g(n, k) of
two relatively prime polynomials from C[n, k]. First extract from g(n, k) the maximal
factors v1(n) ∈C[n] and v2(k) ∈C[k]. Setw(n, k)= g(n, k)/(v1(n)v2(k)) ∈C[n, k]. Now
it remains to investigate whether w(n, k) can be decomposed into factors of the form
k + cn+ γ, c ∈Q \ {0}, γ ∈C (26)
or not. Substitute k − cn into w(n, k) for k (this gives us a polynomial w˜(c, n, k)) and
compute all nonzero rational values of c such that w˜(c, n, k) has a non-constant factor
fromC[k]. To attain this goal we represent w˜(c, n, k) as a polynomial of n with coefficients
in C[c, k] and find all nonzero rational values of c such that these coefficients have a non-
constant greatest common divisor (a polynomial fromC[k]) for each value of c. This can be
achieved by using resultant or subresultant approaches [2]. Let c0, . . . , cm be the computed
non-zero rational values and p0(k), . . . , pm(k) be the corresponding polynomials from
C[k]. Set δi = degpi(k). A Z-pair for T (n, k) exists iff
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δ0 + · · · + δm = degk w(n, k). (27)
If relation (27) holds, we proceed to find the irreducible factors of the form (6) of g(n, k).
First, rewrite v2(k) ∈ C[k] in the form (k − α1) · · · (k − αs),αi ∈ C. Then for each factor
pi(k) ∈C[k], rewrite it in the form
(k − γi1) · · · (k − γit ), γij ∈C, (28)
and substitute k+cin for k into (28) to obtain the factors of the form (26). The denominator
g(n, k) of F(n, k) can now be written in the desired form as a product of integer-linear
factors.
In the second step, we apply the partial fraction decomposition w.r.t. k to F(n, k). Note
that g(n, k) is already in the desired factored form, and no factorization needs to be done.
This gives a representation of F(n, k) in the form (25). We then apply Theorem 4 (also see
the description of algorithm ZpairF) to construct the minimal Z-pair (L1,G1) for F(n, k).
Example 3. Consider the rational function
T (n, k)= 25n
2 + 100n− 40nk+ 38k+ 16k2 + 6
(n+ 11k− 5)(−5n+ 4k − 14)(−5n+ 4k− 4) .
(For clarity we keep the denominator of T (n, k) in the desired factored form.)
In the first step, applying an algorithm to solve the decomposition problem yields (5)
with S(n, k) = 0, hence T (n, k) = F(n, k). It is easy to see from the denominator of
F(n, k) that a Z-pair for T (n, k) is guaranteed to exist.
In the second step, applying Lemma 5 yields
F(n, k)=M1F1 +M2F2,
where M1 = 1, F1 = 1
n+ 11k− 5 , M2 =E
10
n E
10
k − 1, F2 =
1
−5n+ 4k − 4 .
Applying ZpairMF to M1F1 results in the minimal Z-pair (L1,G1) for M1F1 where
(L1,G1)=
(
E11n − 1,
1
n+ 11k− 5
)
.
The rational function M2F2 is considered in Example 2, and the computed minimal Z-pair
(L2,G2) for M2F2 is
(L2,G2)=
(
−E2n − 1,
((−E8n −E6n −E4n −E2n − 1) ◦ 5∑
i=1
−E−ik
+ (−E2n − 1) ◦E10n 9∑
i=0
Eik
)
F2
)
.
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From Theorem 2, set L= lclm(L1,L2)= L′1 ◦L1 = L′2 ◦L2. We obtain L= E13n +E11n −
E2n − 1, L′1 = E2n + 1,L′2 = −E11n + 1, and the minimal Z-pair for F(n, k) which is also
the minimal Z-pair for T (n, k) is
(L,G)= (E13n +E11n −E2n − 1,L′1G1 +L′2G2).
We conclude this section with a description of the algorithm ZpairDirect which
constructs the minimal Z-pair for T (n, k) ∈C(n, k) provided that such a pair exists.
algorithm ZpairDirect;
input: a rational function T (n, k) ∈C(n, k);
output: the minimal Z-pair (L,G) for T , if it exists;
the message “There does not exist a Z-pair,” otherwise;
apply an algorithm to solve the rational sum decomposition problem w.r.t. k to obtain
S(n, k),F (n, k) in (5);
if F(n, k)= 0 then
return (1, S(n, k));
fi;
f (n, k) := numerator(F (n, k));g(n, k) := denominator(F (n, k));
v1(n) := contentk(g(n, k));w(n, k) := g(n, k)/v1(n);
v2(k) := contentn(w(n, k));w(n, k) :=w(n, k)/v2(k);
if w(n, k)= 1 then
rewrite v2(k) as v2(k)= (k − γ1) · · · (k − γs);
g˜(n, k) := v1(n)v2(k);
F˜ (n, k) := f (n, k)/g˜(n, k);
assign to F˜ (n, k) the partial fraction decomposition w.r.t. k of F˜ (n, k);
(LF ,GF ) := ZpairF(F˜ (n, k));
return (LF ,LF S(n, k)+GF );
fi;
w˜(c, n, k) :=w(n, k − cn);
let {a1(c, k), . . . , aρ(c, k)} be the coefficients of w˜(c, n, k) ∈C[c, k][n];
for i = 1,2, . . . , ρ do
for j = i + 1, i + 2, . . . , ρ do
r := resultantk(ai(c, k), aj (c, k));
if r = 0 then
let s = {c1, . . . , cµ} be the non-zero rational roots of r;
if s = {} then
return “There does not exist a Z-pair”;
fi;
for t = 1,2, . . . ,µ do
ft (k) := contentn(w˜(ct , n, k));
dt := degk ft (k);
od;
if degk w(n, k) = (d1 + · · · + dµ) then
return “There does not exist a Z-pair”;
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fi;
rewrite v2(k) as v2(k)= (k − γ1) · · · (k − γs);
g˜(n, k) := v1(n)v2(k);
for t = 1,2, . . . ,µ do
rewrite ft (k) as ft (k)= (k − γt1) · · · (k − γtu);
ft (n, k) := ft (k + ctn);
g˜(n, k) := g˜(n, k)ft (n, k);
od;
F˜ (n, k) := f (n, k)/g˜(n, k);
assign to F˜ (n, k) the partial fraction decomposition w.r.t. k of F˜ (n, k);
(LF ,GF ) := ZpairF(F˜ (n, k));
return (LF ,LF S(n, k)+GF );
fi;
od;
od;
7. Implementation
The algorithm is implemented in the computer algebra system Maple 7 [13]. It is
named ZpairDirect and is a function of the module HypergeometricSum [12],
a module to provide various tools for finding closed forms of indefinite and definite sums
of hypergeometric type.
ZpairDirect has the following calling sequence
ZpairDirect(T,n,k,E_n);
where T is a rational function of n and k, and E_n is the shift operator w.r.t. n. The output
from ZpairDirect is a list of two elements [L,G] representing the computed minimal
Z-pair (L,G) provided that such a pair exists. If no Z-pair for T (n, k) exists, it returns the
error message “there does not exist a Z-pair.”
Note that there exist different Maple implementations of the original Z such as
zeil in the EKHAD package [16], and sumrecursion in the sumtools package.
A Mathematica implementation is presented in [15]. The main distinction between
ZpairDirect and other implementations of the original Z is that Z uses an item-
by-item examination for the order of the computed difference operator L. The function
ZpairDirect, on the other hand, uses a direct algorithm to construct the minimal Z-
pair (L,G) for T . It first determines if there exists a Z-pair for T or not. If the answer is
positive, then it computes the minimal Z-pair directly; otherwise, it gives the conclusive
error message “there does not exist a Z-pair.”
In our experimentation, we use the implementation of Z and the modified version of Z
(which we call Z-modified) as described in [4].
Example 4. Consider the rational function
> T := 1/(3*n+20*k+2)^3;
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T := 1
(3n+ 20k+ 2)3 .
We invoke ZpairDirect which first verifies that a Z-pair for T exists, then computes
and returns the minimal Z-pair.
> ZpairDirect(T,n,k,E_n);[
E20n − 1,
1
(3n+ 20k+ 2)3 +
1
(3n+ 20k+ 22)3 +
1
(3n+ 20k+ 42)3
]
.
It takes ZpairDirect 0.1 seconds and 600 kilobytes to verify that a Z-pair exists and to
compute the minimal Z-pair.2
> Z_pair := Zeilberger(T,n,k,E_n);
> Error, No recurrence of order 6 was found
The invocation of the original Z as shown above returns the inconclusive answer in 4.1
seconds, using 24,188 kilobytes. Z uses an item-by-item examination on the order ρ of L
starting with ρ = 0 until it either succeeds in finding a Z-pair or reaches a maximum value
of ρ which can be set in advance. This value depends on a given hypergeometric term. In
general, it cannot be set high enough.
We now use Z-modified (see [4]) on the given rational function.
> is_Z_applicable(T,E_n,n,k,’Zpair’);
true
> Zpair[1];
E20n − 1.
The program verifies that there does exist a Z-pair for T . Consequently, it does not need
to set an upper bound for ρ. However, since it still uses an item-by-item examination, it
wastes resources trying to compute a Z-pair with ordL< 20. It takes the program 4889.9
seconds and 7,553,018 kilobytes to return the desired answer.
Example 5. Consider the rational function
> T := 1/expand((k^3-5*n-2)*(k^2+n+3));
T := 1
k5 + k3n+ 3k3 − 5nk2 − 2k2 − 5n2 − 17n− 6
> ZpairDirect(T,n,k,E_n);
> Error, (in ZpairDirect) there does not exist a Z-pair.
2 All the reported timings were obtained on a 400 Mhz SUN SPARC SOLARIS with 1 GB RAM.
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In this example, F(n, k) = T (n, k). The denominator of F can be written in the
form (k − 5n − 3)(k2 + n + 3) and hence there does not exist a Z-pair for T . It takes
ZpairDirect and is_Z_applicable approximately 0.2 seconds and 468 kilobytes
to return the desired answer. The original Z , however, does not know if a Z-pair for T
exists. It tries to compute one and returns an inconclusive answer in 9.7 seconds, using
39,465 kilobytes.
> Z_pair := Zeilberger(T,n,k,E_n);
> Error, No recurrence of order 6 was found
Example 6. In this example, we randomly generate three set of tests. Each rational function
(where the numerator and the denominator are in expanded forms) in the test is of the
form (18). We run ZpairDirect (Z1), is_Z_applicable (Z2), Zeilberger (Z3)
on these tests, and collect resource requirements. We also enforce a limit of 1000 seconds
on each input rational function in the tests. Note that we only record the time and space
requirements for the tests that run under this time limit.
The first set of tests (S1) consists of 20 rational functions each of which is of the form
T =M1F1 +M2F2 where Fl is of the form (12), and
Ml =
(
rl1(n)/rl2(n)
)
EinE
j
k ,
i ∈ {1,2,3}, j ∈ {−3,−2,−1,0,1,2,3}, deg rls (n)= 1, 1 s  2.
As a sample,
T =
(
n
n+ 1E
−2
k
)
1
(−3n+ 4k − 1)2 +
(
n+ 1
2n− 3EnEk
)
1
−4n+ 3k− 2 .
Row 1 in Table 1 shows the time and space requirements to run S1 using Z1,Z2,Z3. All the
tests are completed using Z1. As for Z2 and Z3, 7 tests fail the time limit (1000 seconds)
for each of them.
The second set of tests (S2) consists of 20 rational functions each of which is of the
form T =MF where F is of the form (12), and
M = (r1(n)/r2(n))EinE−jk + (r3(n)/r4(n))EunEvk , i, j, u, v ∈N, i + j = u+ v = 2,
deg r1(n)= deg r3(n)= 1, deg r2(n)= deg r4(n)= 2.
Table 1
Time and space requirements of Z1, Z2, and Z3
Completed Timing (seconds) Memory (kilobytes)
Z1 Z2 Z3 Z1 Z2 Z3 Z1 Z2 Z3
S1 20 13 13 19.0 583.5 563.9 94,347 2,460,521 2,583,044
S2 20 17 17 22.4 1239.1 2208.7 108,432 3,737,465 6,490,051
S3 20 0 0 2210.3 − − 9,442,235 − −
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All the tests are completed using Z1. As for Z2 and Z3, 3 tests fail the time limit for
each of them.
The third set of tests (S3) consists of 20 rational functions. They are of the same
format as those in S1 except that each input rational function consists of three terms, i.e.,
T =M1F1 +M2F2 +M3F3, instead of two. All the tests are completed using Z1, and all
the tests fail the time limit using Z2 and Z3.
8. A direct algorithm to construct the minimal qZ-pair for rational functions
It is shown in [8,18] that Zeilberger’s algorithm can be carried over to the q-difference
case; and similar to the case of its difference counterpart, the q-analogue version of
Zeilberger’s algorithm (we name it hereafter as qZ) also has a wide range of applications.
Let q be an indeterminate parameter. Denote by Qn,Qk the q-shift operators
w.r.t. qn and qk , respectively, defined by QnT (qn, qk) = T (qn+1, qk),QkT (qn, qk) =
T (qn, qk+1). For a given q-hypergeometric term T (qn, qk) of qn and qk , i.e., there
exist first-order operators L1 ∈C(q)[qn, qk,Qn], L2 ∈C(q)[qn, qk,Qk] such that L1T =
L2T = 0, qZ tries to construct for T (qn, qk) a qZ-pair (L,G) which consist of a linear
q-difference operator L with coefficients which are polynomials of qn over C(q)
L= aρ(qn)Qρn + · · · + a1(qn)Q1n + a0(qn)Q0n, ai(qn) ∈C(q)[qn], (29)
and a q-hypergeometric term G(qn, qk) such that
LT
(
qn, qk
)= (Qk − 1)G(qn, qk). (30)
The telescoper L in the qZ-pair (L,G) as computed by qZ is of minimal possible order.
It is unique up to a factor P(qn) ∈ C(q)[qn], and we name it the minimal telescoper. We
also name the qZ-pair (L,G) where L is the minimal telescoper the minimal qZ-pair.
Let T (qn, qk) be a rational function of qn and qk . By using the same approach as the one
that we use for the difference case, we derived a direct algorithm to construct the minimal
qZ-pair for T (qn, qk), provided such a pair exists. See [11] for a detailed description of
the algorithm.
The following theorem is the q-analogue of Theorem 1.
Theorem 5 (Criterion for the existence of a qZ-pair for a rational function). Let
T (qn, qk) ∈C(q)(qn, qk). Apply an algorithm to solve the decomposition problem [3] w.r.t.
qk to represent T (qn, qk) in the form
T
(
qn, qk
)= (Qk − 1)S(qn, qk)+ F (qn, qk),
S
(
qn, qk
)
,F
(
qn, qk
) ∈C(q)(qn, qk), (31)
and the denominator g(qn, qk) of F(qn, qk) is of minimal possible degree w.r.t. qk . Then
a qZ-pair for T (qn, qk) exists iff g(qn, qk) can be written in the form
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g
(
qn, qk
)= αqcn∏
i
(
qk − γiq(ai/bi)n
)
,
c, ai, bi ∈ Z, gcd(ai, bi)= 1, bi > 0, γi, α ∈C(q). (32)
An algorithm for using the above criterion as well as the verification of the algorithm are
presented in [10]. It does not require a complete factorization of the denominator g(qn, qk)
into irreducible factors of the form (qk − γ q(a/b)n). Once the existence of a qZ-pair for
T (qn, qk) is guaranteed, it is possible (see [11, Section 6]) to represent F(qn, qk) in the
form
F =
t∑
i=1
mi∑
j=1
rij (q
n)
(qk − γiq(ai/bi)n)j ,
rij (q
n) ∈C(q)(qn), γi ∈C(q), ai, bi ∈ Z, bi > 0, gcd(ai, bi)= 1. (33)
Similar to the difference case, one can then define an equivalence relation to group the
simple fractions of F in (33) by using the following lemma.
Lemma 7 [11, Lemma 4]. Let F(qn, qk) ∈ C(q)(qn, qk) be of the form (33). Then
F(qn, qk) can be represented in the form
V1F1 + · · · + VsFs, (34)
where Vi ∈C(q)(qn)[Qn], and Fi = 1/(qk − γiq(ai/bi)n)mi is such that
ai, bi ∈ Z, bi > 0, γi ∈C(q), gcd(ai, bi)= 1, mi ∈N \ {0}, (35)
and for all i = j , at least one of the following four relations is not satisfied:
mi =mj, ai = aj , bi = bj , γi = q(ai/bi)hγj , h ∈ Z \ {0}. (36)
Lemma 7 is the q-analogue of Lemma 5. Notice that the grouping for the q-difference
case is simpler than that for the difference case in the sense that the constructed operators
are elements from C(q)(qn)[Qn]. For the difference case, the corresponding operators
are elements from C(n)[En,Ek,E−1k ]. As a result, Lemma 3 is “skipped” for the q-
difference case. It can be shown [11, Lemma 5] that if L is a telescoper for F , then L
is also a telescoper for each ViFi,1 i  s. Consequently, by applying the q-analogue of
Theorem 2 (see [11, Theorem 1]), what remains to be completed is to compute the minimal
qZ-pair for each ViFi .
Consider R(qn, qk) ∈C(q, qn)[qk] which can be written as
R
(
qn, qk
)= 1
(qk − γ q(a/b)n)m ,
a, b ∈ Z, gcd(a, b)= 1, b > 0, γ ∈C(q), m ∈N \ {0}. (37)
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Lemma 8 [11, Lemma 3]. Let R be of the form (37), (LR,GR) be the minimal qZ-pair for
R, V ∈C(q)(qn)[Qn] and
lclm(V ,LR)= L˜1 ◦ V = L˜2 ◦LR, L˜1, L˜2 ∈C(q)(qn)[Qn]. (38)
Then (L˜1, L˜2GR) is the minimal qZ-pair for VR.
It follows from Theorem 5 that the existence of a qZ-pair for R(qn, qk) is guaranteed.
The following Lemma gives the formula to compute the minimal qZ-pair for R, and hence
the problem of constructing directly the minimal qZ-pair for the input rational function
T (qn, qk) ∈C(q)(qn, qk) (provided that it exists) is solved.
Lemma 9 [11, Lemma 2]. Let R(qn, qk) ∈C(qn, qk) be of the form (37). Set
L= qamQbn − 1, U =

−a−1∑
i=0
Qik, a < 0,
a∑
i=1
−Q−ik , otherwise.
Then (L,UR) is the minimal qZ-pair for R(qn, qk).
Example 7. Consider the rational function
T
(
qn, qk
)= 1
qk − qq2n +
q + 1
qk − q−3n +
q2 − 1
qk − q−3n−9 .
Applying an algorithm to solve the decomposition problem w.r.t. qk yields (31) where
S(qn, qk) = 0 and F(qn, qk) = T (qn, qk). It is easy to see that the denominator of
F(qn, qk) is of the form (32), and hence qZ is applicable to F(qn, qk). Lemma 7 allows
us to decompose F into
F = V1F1 + V2F2,
V1 = 1, F1 = 1
qk − qq2n , V2 =
(
q2 − 1)Q3n + (q + 1), F2 = 1qk − q−3n .
Applying Lemma 9 to R = V1F1 yields the minimal qZ-pair (L1,G1) for V1F1 = F1
where
(L1,G1)=
(
q2Qn − 1,− 1
qk−1 − qq2n −
1
qk−2 − qq2n
)
.
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As to the construction of the minimal qZ-pair (L2,G2) for V2F2, we first apply
Lemma 9 to R = F2 to obtain the minimal qZ-pair (LF2,GF2) for F2:
(LF2,GF2)=
(
q−3Qn − 1, 1
qk+2 − q−3n +
1
qk+1 − q−3n +
1
qk − q−3n
)
.
Computing the lclm(V2,LF2) results in the operators L˜1, L˜2 that satisfy (38):
L˜1 = 1
(q + 1)(q10 − q9 + 1)q3)Qn −
1
(q + 1)(q10 − q9 + 1) ,
L˜2 = q − 1
q10 − q9 + 1Q
3
n +
1
q10 − q9 + 1 .
It follows from Lemma 8 that the minimal qZ-pair (L2,G2) for V2F2 is
(L2,G2)= (L˜1, L˜2GF2), where
G2 = 1
q10 − q9 + 1
(
1
qk+2 − q−3n +
1
qk+1 − q−3n +
1
qk − q−3n
)
+ q − 1
q10 − q9 + 1
(
1
qk+2 − q−3n−9 +
1
qk+1 − q−3n−9 +
1
qk − q−3n−9
)
.
Therefore, the minimal qZ-pair (L,G) for F(qn, qk), and also for T (qn, qk), is
(L,G)= (lclm(L1,L2),L′1G1 +L′2G2),
where
L= lclm(L1,L2)= q
4
q5 − 1Q
2
n −
q2(1 + q5)
q5 − 1 Qn +
q5
q5 − 1 ,
L′1 =
q7(q + 1)(q10 − q9 + 1)
q5 − 1 Qn −
(q + 1)(q10 − q9 + 1)q5
q5 − 1 , and
L′2 =
q2
q5 − 1Qn −
q5
q5 − 1 .
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